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Postnatal depression and anxiety have been shown to increase the risk of disturbances in mother–child
interaction and child development. Research into mechanisms has focused on genetics and maternal
behavior; maternal cognitions have received little attention. Our aim was to experimentally determine if
worry and rumination in mothers with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) and major depressive disorder
(MDD), diagnosed in the postnatal 6 months, interfered with maternal responsiveness to their 10-month
old infants. Mothers (N � 253: GAD n � 90; MDD n � 57; control n � 106) and their infants were
randomized to either a worry/rumination prime (WRP) or a neutral prime (NP); mother–infant interac-
tions were assessed before and after priming. Type of priming was a significant predictor of maternal
cognitions, with WRP resulting in more negative thoughts, higher thought recurrence and more self-focus
relative to NP across the entire sample. Interaction effects between group and priming were significant
for two parenting variables: Compared with controls, WRP had a more negative impact on maternal
responsiveness to infant vocalization for GAD, and to a lesser extent for MDD; WRP led to decreased
maternal vocalization for GAD. Also, mothers with GAD used stronger control after the NP than WRP,
as well as compared with other groups, and overall post-priming, their children exhibited lower emotional
tone and more withdrawal. Across the entire sample, WRP was associated with increased child
vocalization relative to NP. This study demonstrated that disturbances in maternal cognitions, in the
context of postnatal anxiety and to a lesser degree depression, play a significant role in mother–child
interaction.
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Postnatal psychiatric disorder has been shown to increase the
risk of disturbances in mother–child interaction, which, in turn,
have an adverse impact on child emotional development (Meri-
kangas, Dierker, & Szatmari, 1998; Stein, Ramchandani, & Mur-
ray, 2008). Much of this research has derived from studies of

postnatal depression (Goodman, 2007; Murray, Halligan, & Coo-
per, 2010) and, to a lesser extent, from studies of anxiety (Murray
et al., 2008) and eating disorders (Patel, Wheatcroft, Park, & Stein,
2002; Stein, Woolley, Cooper, & Fairburn, 1994; Stice, Agras, &
Hammer, 1999). In postnatal depression at least, the impact on the
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children can persist well after remission of the parental disorder
(Murray et al., 2010).

There is a need to understand the mechanisms by which post-
natal anxiety and depression influence child development. Signif-
icant progress has been made toward identifying mechanisms at
the behavioral (Stein, Lehtonen, Harvey, Nicol-Harper, & Craske,
2009) and genetic (Plomin, DeFries, Craig, & McGuffin, 2003)
levels. However, maternal cognitions, which are likely to underlie
maternal behaviors in these affective disorders, have received little
investigation. For example, recurrent intrusive negative thoughts
(i.e., worry and rumination), and the resultant attentional distur-
bance, are core features of generalized anxiety disorder and de-
pression, but their specific effects upon parenting and child devel-
opment have not yet been systematically investigated (Stein et al.,
2009). Worry, typically studied in the context of generalized
anxiety disorder, is defined as a related chain of repetitive and
uncontrollable negative thoughts about perceived threats (Craske
& Hazlett-Stevens, 2002; Craske, Rapee, Jackel, & Barlow, 1989;
Roemer & Borkovec, 1993). Rumination, typically studied in the
context of depression, involves focusing on depressive feelings
and symptoms, personal inadequacies, and perceived failures (No-
len Hoeksema, 1991). Hence, rumination and worry are presumed
to share common core processes, characterized by thoughts that are
difficult to control, repetitive and negative in valence (Nicol-
Harper, 2005; Stein et al., 2009).

There is a large body of research documenting that these cog-
nitive processes have profound adverse effects on an individual’s
capacity to attend and respond to the outside world. First, an
individual’s direction of attention is altered, in that the focus of
attention is narrowed principally to disorder-congruent stimuli,
ranging from external events to internal experiences. Thus, in the
presence of multiple competing stimuli, attentional resources are
preferentially allocated to stimuli that have personal relevance.
More specifically, in anxiety, attentional resources are directed
either externally by scanning the environment for threat (Williams,
Watts, MacLeod, & Mathews, 1997) or internally by scanning the
self for how one appears to others (Clark & Wells, 1997). In
depression, the focus of attention is predominately directed toward
the self (Ingram, 1990; Mor & Winquist, 2002) including dys-
phoric symptoms and their consequences (Nolen Hoeksema,
1991). Second, because attentional resources have limited capac-
ity, differential allocation of attentional resources impairs the
processing of other stimuli in the environment and adversely
affects speed of performance, performance on a secondary task,
and problem solving (Eysenck & Calvo, 1992; Sarason, Sarason,
Keefe, Hayes, & Shearin, 1986; Williams et al., 1997).

Although occasional worry and rumination are experienced by
most individuals, they are much more readily activated by person-
ally relevant, moment-to-moment daily life experiences in individ-
uals with generalized anxiety disorder and major depression, re-
sulting in relatively pervasive states of worry and rumination. In
addition to their effects upon attention, worry and rumination are
associated with increased negative affect (Nolen Hoeksema, 1991;
Segerstrom, Tsao, Alden, & Craske, 2000; Startup & Davey,
2001). Such increases in negative affect appear to be even greater
in individuals with generalized anxiety disorder and major depres-
sion than in nondisordered individuals, possibly due to elevated
baseline levels of negative mood. Thus, when individuals with
anxious or depressive disorders worry or ruminate, the effects are

presumed to be even more negative in comparison to healthy
controls.

In what ways might these cognitive processes have an impact on
the quality of parental responsiveness and thereby on the infant’s
development? There is an increasing body of evidence that, from
the first months of life, infants are very sensitive to the quality of
parental responsiveness (Brazelton, Koslowski, & Main, 1974;
Cohn & Tronick, 1983; Nadel, Carchon, Kervella, Marcelli, &
Reserbat-Plantey, 1999; Trevarthen, 1979). Parental responsive-
ness plays a crucial role in parent–infant interaction, which in turn
impacts the child’s development (Murray et al., 2010; NICHD
Early Child Care Research Network, 1999). It is thus proposed that
worry and rumination interfere with the carer’s communications
by altering attentional focus and reducing the carer’s responsive-
ness to the environment. As a consequence, the carer’s ability to
respond sensitively to infant cues and needs is reduced. The
present study was designed to investigate the possibility that
mothers with generalized anxiety disorder and major depression
will have impaired responsivity to their infants, since they spend
more of their time worrying or ruminating than nonclinical moth-
ers. Further, evidence in the context of parental psychiatric disor-
ders indicates that parenting difficulties are most likely to emerge
under conditions of stress or challenge (Ginsburg, Grover, Cord, &
Ialongo, 2006). Thus, we examined whether common, everyday,
negative challenges led to a reduction in the quality of parenting—
responsiveness and interaction in particular—relative to baseline
conditions.

The overall aim of the study was to investigate whether a direct
experimental manipulation of maternal worry and rumination af-
fected mother–infant interaction in mothers with generalized anx-
iety disorder, depression and nondisordered controls. This exper-
iment was embedded in a larger, 24-month prospective study
investigating the influence of maternal cognitions on the child and
mother–child interaction in the context of postnatal depression and
anxiety. The sample was recruited in the first six months of the
child’s life and the experiment reported herein was conducted at 10
months. The rationale for the 10-month window was twofold.
First, a significant developmental shift occurs around 10 months,
with infants becoming more aware of their mothers’ behavior and
her focus of attention to the wider environment (known as social
referencing and joint attention) (Campos & Stenberg, 1981;
Striano & Stahl, 2005). Thus, 10 months provides a critical period
in which to evaluate the influence of maternal attention upon
mother–infant interactions. Second, since a significant proportion
of maternal postnatal depressive disorders remit within a few
months (Cooper & Murray, 1995) it was possible to assess the
extent to which remission of early maternal psychopathology
conferred residual effects upon the quality of mother–child inter-
action at later months.

The first aim was to evaluate whether an experimental manip-
ulation that activates states of worry and rumination in mothers
with generalized anxiety disorder and depression leads to dimin-
ished quality of mother–child interactions, compared with nonac-
tivated control conditions, and compared with control mothers.
The two key aspects of maternal behavior during mother–infant
interactions assessed were the quality of maternal responsiveness
and the extent of maternal interaction. With regard to the quality of
maternal responsiveness, several aspects were targeted. An impor-
tant feature of parental responsiveness is “mild control”, which
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refers to facilitation, or parental actions that help or enable the
infant with an activity. Diminished levels of such behavior have
been associated both with parental depression (Murray et al., 2010)
and anxiety (McLeod, Wood, & Weisz, 2007; Murray et al., 2008).
In addition, two specific aspects of parental responsiveness were
assessed: (a) The extent to which parents provided behavioral
evidence that they noticed and responded specifically to the in-
fant’s vocalizations, and (b) given that 10 months is the beginning
of joint attention, the extent to which mothers followed and re-
sponded to changes in the child’s attention. Strong control and
intrusiveness, two aspects of parenting responsiveness that are
considered to be inappropriate were measured at both verbal and
behavioral levels. “Strong control” refers to parental language
such as commands or prohibitions, and “intrusiveness” refers to
parents’ behavior which is either coercive or fails to pick up on
infant signals but instead, inappropriately cuts across or disrupts
infant activities. Over-control and intrusiveness have been associ-
ated with postnatal depression (Field, 1995; Murray et al., 2010),
and are considered important components of parenting involved in
transmission of anxiety (Wood, McLeod, Sigman, Hwang, & Chu,
2003). Finally, a general measure of the extent to which the mother
interacted with the child was operationalized as the amount she
spoke and the extent of her withdrawal/engagement. Mothers with
depression have been found to be withdrawn and to speak less to
their children (Field, 1995; Murray et al., 2010), and there is also
evidence for less maternal active engagement in the context of
maternal anxiety (Moore, Whaley, & Sigman, 2004; Murray, Coo-
per, Creswell, Schofield, & Sack, 2007). Thus, an experimental
manipulation which activates states of worry or rumination was
hypothesized to lead to less responsive parenting in mothers with
generalized anxiety disorder and major depression, relative to
control conditions and control mothers. This change in parenting
would manifest as more maternal strong control and intrusiveness,
less facilitation, less responsiveness to infant vocalizations and
following of infant attention, and less maternal interaction. Finally,
specific activation of worry and rumination was hypothesized to
lead mothers to self-report more self-focus, more negative think-
ing, more repetitive thinking and more difficulty controlling
thoughts, which are characteristics of worry and rumination
(Nicol-Harper, 2005; Stein et al., 2009).

As part of the aim to examine the effects of the experimental
manipulation on mother–infant interaction, a number of aspects of
infant behavior were assessed. Two constructs were of interest.
The first, complementary to the maternal interaction variables,
concerned the extent of interaction, as measured by the amount of
infant vocalization and withdrawal/engagement. Children of moth-
ers with depression (Field, 1995) and anxiety (Wood et al., 2003)
have been shown to have withdrawn behavior. The second was the
infant’s mood/emotional tone, given the evidence that if parents
become unresponsive, infants in turn often become distressed
(Murray & Trevarthen, 1985). The hypothesis tested was that
activation of worry and rumination in mothers with generalized
anxiety disorder and major depression would lead to more negative
infant emotional tone and less vocalization and engagement with
the mother or tasks, compared to control conditions and control
mothers.

The second aim was to evaluate whether any observed effects of
the experimental manipulation were evident among the subgroup
where the mother’s disorder had remitted by the time the infant

was 10 months old. Because of the evidence that latent cognitive
disturbances are vulnerable to reemergence in individuals whose
depression or anxiety has remitted (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-
Hoeksema, 1995; Joormann & Gotlib, 2007; Singer & Dobson,
2007; Mathews, May, Mogg, & Eysenck, 1990), we hypothesized
that the effects would be apparent even in mothers whose disorders
had remitted by 10 months, relative to controls. If indeed these
latent cognitions are easily primed in remitted mothers and they, in
turn, lead to negative effects on mother–infant interaction, this
process may represent a mechanism through which parental be-
haviors negatively impact child development after remission of
parental psychiatric disorders (Murray et al., 2010; Rutter, 1990).

Method

Overall Design

When the infants were three and six months old, mothers were
categorized into one of three diagnostic groups: Generalized anx-
iety disorder, major depression, or nondisordered controls. When
the infant was 10 months old, mothers in each group were ran-
domized to one of two priming conditions (stratified randomiza-
tion): The first was designed to activate worry and rumination, and
the other was designed to be neutral. Mother–infant interactions
were assessed before and after priming, and the mother’s diagnos-
tic status was also reassessed.

Participants

The majority of participants for our longitudinal observational
cohort study, the Oxford Parent Project (OPP), were recruited from
postnatal wards at the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford. Recruit-
ment was supplemented through a number of health centers in
Oxfordshire. Eligibility criteria for the mothers were: 17 years of
age or older, having sufficient level of English, living within 35
miles of Oxford, having no life-threatening medical conditions,
and planning to be the infant’s principal caretaker. Eligibility
criteria for the infants were: having had over 35 weeks’ gestation,
weighing over 2000 g at birth, and having no life-threatening
medical complications. Ethical approval was provided by the Ox-
ford Psychiatric Research Ethics Committee.

Two screening questionnaires were completed by 2202 women
when the infant was approximately 9 weeks old. The Edinburgh
Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) is a well-validated and exten-
sively used screening measure for postnatal depression (Cox,
Holden, & Sagovsky, 1987) with a sensitivity and specificity of
over 80% (Murray & Carothers, 1990). The Generalized Anxiety
Disorder Questionnaire (GAD-Q) is a validated self-report diag-
nostic questionnaire with specificity and sensitivity over 80%
(Newman et al., 2002).

Mothers who scored high on either screening questionnaire
(�12 on the EPDS, �5.70 on the GAD-Q), and a randomly
selected group of women who scored below the cut-off on both
questionnaires, were visited at home when their infants were 3
months old. At that time, 472 scored above the GAD-Q cut-off,
293 above the EPDS cut-off, including 226 who scored above both
cut-offs. The Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and
statistical manual of mental disorders (4th ed., Text Rev.; DSM–
IV–TR) Axis I Disorders was administered (SCID, research ver-
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sion; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2002) to establish diag-
nostic group status (i.e., GAD, MDD, and controls [CON]). A
second home visit was conducted when the infant was 6 months
old to reassess the mother’s diagnosis using the SCID. Interview-
ers also rated the clinical severity (i.e., distress and interference) of
each disorder using the Clinician Severity Rating (CSR; Brown, Di
Nardo, Lehman, & Campbell, 2001; DiNardo, Moras, Barlow,
Rapee, & et al., 1993), a 0–8-point scale on which a score of 4 or
more indicates clinical severity. All interviews were audio-
recorded. Interviewers (bachelors/master’s level) were trained ex-
tensively. Interviewer drift was minimized by the following steps:
throughout the study, supervision and review of diagnostic assess-
ments were led by the primary author of this study in weekly case
meetings; the second author reviewed tapes of randomly selected
interviews during the first six months of the study; and after each
interviewer completed five to six interviews, an independent in-
terviewer corated the next interview to assure interrater reliability.
The second author then reviewed tapes periodically throughout the
study.

Group Assignment

Diagnostic group assignment was based on DSM–IV–TR diag-
nostic criteria for GAD or MDD with a CSR of 4 or higher at the
3-month assessment. In cases of comorbidity, participants were
assigned according to the disorder with the highest CSR. Mothers
with subthreshold disorders (usually because the length of symp-
tomatology did not fulfill DSM criteria) or who had a history of
depression or anxiety at 3 months were reassessed at 6 months. If
they met DSM criteria at 6 months, they were included in the
respective study groups. This occurred for five participants (one
GAD and four MDD). Furthermore, prior to the 10-month assess-
ment, participants were sent the two screening questionnaires, the
EPDS and the GAD-Q. Three mothers who had a history of
depression or anxiety but had not met diagnostic criteria at 3 or 6
months scored above the cut-off values at 10 months and were

reassessed with the SCID. All three were confirmed to have
developed a disorder: Two GAD and one MDD, and were included
in the respective study groups.

Participants were assigned to the Control group (CON) if the
SCID interviews confirmed that they did not meet criteria for any
disorder at any assessment point, if they reported no history of a
psychiatric disorder, and if their partners reported no current or
history of a psychiatric disorder. In addition, one participant, who
scored above the cut-off on the EPDS just before the 10-month
assessment, was confirmed through the SCID interview to meet
diagnostic criteria and was removed from the control group and
placed in the MDD group.

A total of 296 (GAD n � 105; MDD n � 67; CON n � 124)
participants were recruited into the OPP study across the three
assessment time points. A total of 253 participants (GAD n � 90;
MDD n � 57; CON n � 106) completed the 10-month assessment,
comprising 85% of the total sample recruited. At the 10-month
assessment, 12 (13.3%) mothers with a principal diagnosis of
GAD were comorbid for MDD and 10 (17.5%) mothers with a
principal diagnosis of MDD were comorbid for GAD. Table 1
presents the demographic information for the study sample; there
were no significant differences on any of the demographic vari-
ables across the three groups, or between the randomized priming
conditions. The 15% who dropped out before the 10-month as-
sessment did not differ significantly from those who completed the
study, except that they were somewhat younger and had lower
levels of education.

Of the 90 mothers with GAD, 87 were entered into the study at
3 months, one at 6 months, and two at 10 months; 15 (16.7%) were
comorbid for MDD at 3 months and six (6.7%) at 6 months. Of the
57 mothers with MDD, 51 were entered at 3 months, four at 6
months, and two at 10 months; 19 (33.3%) were comorbid for
GAD at 3 months, and 17 (29.8%) at 6 months. In addition, of the
88 mothers diagnosed with GAD at 3 or 6 months, 41 (46.6%) had
remitted by the 10-month assessment. Of the 55 mothers diagnosed

Table 1
Demographics by Case Group

Variable Group

Total CONa GADb MDDc

(n � 253) (n � 106) (n � 90) (n � 57)

Infant Gender: Freq (%) Boy 127 (50.2) 51 (48.1) 48 (53.3) 28 (49.1)
Girl 126 (49.8) 55 (51.9) 42 (46.7) 29 (50.9)

Parity: Freq (%) First 153 (60.5) 73 (68.9) 50 (55.6) 30 (52.6)
Not First 100 (39.5) 33 (31.1) 40 (44.4) 27 (47.4)

Infant Age in Months:
Mean (Standard Deviation) 10.0 (0.69) 10.0 (0.66) 10.0 (0.65) 10.1 (0.81)

Maternal Age in Years:
Mean (Standard Deviation) 32.7 (4.84) 33.0 (4.44) 32.6 (5.01) 32.6 (5.32)

Mother Qualification Freq (%) Pre-18 Years 91 (36.0) 33 (31.1) 32 (35.6) 26 (45.6)
Post-18 Years 154 (60.9) 72 (67.9) 54 (60.0) 28 (49.1)
Missing 8 (3.2) 1 (0.9) 4 (4.4) 3 (5.3)

Maternal Employment Freq (%) Full Time 40 (15.8) 23 (21.7) 10 (11.1) 7 (12.3)
Part Time 92 (36.4) 41 (38.7) 32 (35.6) 19 (33.3)
No Job 62 (24.5) 17 (16.0) 28 (31.1) 17 (29.8)
Maternity Leave 53 (20.9) 24 (22.6) 16 (17.8) 13 (22.8)
Student 5 (2.0) 1 (0.9) 3 (3.3) 1 (1.8)
Missing 1 (0.4) 0 1 (1.1) 0

Note. a Control group. b Generalized Anxiety Disorder. c Major Depression.
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with MDD at 3 or 6 months, 27 (49.1%) had remitted by the
10-month assessment. These rates of remission are consistent with
the evidence that many cases of postnatal depression remit within
a few months (Cooper & Murray, 1995), although similar longi-
tudinal research has not been conducted in the context of GAD.

Laboratory Assessment at 10 Months

Design. Participants from each group (CON, GAD, MDD)
were randomized to one of two priming conditions: Worry/
rumination prime (WRP) or neutral prime (NP). Mother–infant
interactions were recorded on two occasions: Baseline (before
priming), and postprime (after priming). Measures of maternal
mood and cognitions (thoughts and direction of attention) were
completed throughout (see Figure 1).

Priming conditions. The purpose of the priming conditions
was to evaluate how activation of recurrent negative thinking
affected mother–infant interaction relative to a control condition,
matched on cognitive demand but without emotional valence. The
WRP was designed to match states of worry/rumination as they
would occur in daily life. The priming involved a set of instruc-
tions that directed thinking to particular topics for five minutes. In
the WRP condition, GAD participants were instructed to “pick a
topic that most worries you, close your eyes, and worry about that
topic as you normally would, as intensely as you can”, a method
shown in prior research to reliably induce worry (e.g., Oathes et
al., 2008). Correspondingly, MDD participants were instructed to
“think about something that has been most negative in your life,
close your eyes, and concentrate on your negative thought, as
intensely as you can”; and CON participants were instructed to
“close your eyes and think about something in your life that has
been negative or has been worrying you, as intensely as you can”.
In the NP condition, all participants were instructed to “close your
eyes and think about your journey here, in as much detail as you
can”. These primes were piloted prior to use in the experimental
condition.

Mother–infant interaction. The two structured mother–
infant interactions each lasted 3.5 minutes. The mother and infant
sat on a circular rug in the middle of the room and the mother was
asked to play with him/her as she normally would, and to encour-
age her child to stay on the rug as much as possible (to facilitate
video recording). In the baseline interaction, the mother was pro-
vided with two colorful soft toys that had squeaky and rattling
parts. In the postprime interaction, she had one toy with multiple
parts available, a container with rattling blocks. All three toys
offered a range of tactile, visual and auditory stimuli. It was
necessary to use a new, somewhat different toy in the postprime
interaction, as otherwise the infants might lose interest. Though
both baseline and postprime toys were developmentally equivalent
in terms of challenge and complexity, two toys were offered at
baseline to help the mother settle. Care was taken to ensure that all
three toys were age-appropriate (they were tested with 10-month
old pilot participants) and that pre- and postprime toys were
developmentally equivalent and provided plenty of scope for ex-
ploration and play. Furthermore, the toys chosen were those which
most 10-month-olds would need help with. Thus, effective play
would require motor-cognitive support from the mother, thereby
providing a suitable competing demand against which to compare
the effects of recurrent negative thinking.

Coding of mother–infant interactions. Videotaped record-
ings of each interaction were coded by a rater who was blind to
diagnostic group and priming condition and was not aware of the
study hypotheses. The baseline and postprime observations were
coded in random order. The rater was trained to reliability with a
gold-standard rater prior to rating study videotapes. Periodic
checks were made during the study to ensure that there was no
drift. Each interaction was coded separately. A set of behaviors
reflecting the key constructs being examined were rated on a
predefined ordinal scale (3-point or 5-point) as used in prior
research (Murray, Fiori-Cowley, Hooper, & Cooper, 1996; Stein et
al., 1994). Of the total 253 mother–infant assessments, four were
not coded (due to damage to the tapes or more than 90 seconds
missing). Twenty-five cases (10% of the sample) were coded
additionally by a second rater for reliability purposes, with square-
weighted Kappa (�) indicating good interrater reliability across the
coded mother–infant interaction variables (values of � are pro-
vided for each variable below; � � 0.6 is considered substantial
(Landis & Koch, 1977).

Maternal coded ratings assessed the quality of maternal respon-
siveness to the infant and the extent of maternal interaction, on
3-point and 5-point scales, with higher scores reflecting better
functioning (more responsiveness and engagement) with one ex-
ception noted below. The ratings included: (a) intrusiveness (re-
verse scored, ordinal 1–5), which was operationalized as the extent
to which the mother inappropriately cut across, took over, or
disrupted infant’s activities (weighted � � 0.87); (b) strong control
(ordinal 1–3 with lower scores representing better functioning):
The extent to which the mother used language of strong control
(command, prohibit, stern warning, or forbid), with or without
strong nonverbal behavior (weighted � � 0.62); (c) facilitation
(ordinal 1–5): Actions by the mother that helped or enabled the
infant with an activity that he or she was already engaged in, or had
signaled he or she wished to do (weighted � � 0.88); (d) maternal
withdrawal (reverse scored, ordinal 1–5): The mother’s lack of
engagement/interaction with her infant (weighted � � 0.69); (e)Figure 1. Flowchart of 10-month visit.
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maternal vocalization (ordinal 1–5): The amount the mother spoke
to the infant during the play session (weighted � � 0.76); (f)
following child’s attention (ordinal 1–5), including the extent to
which the mother had noticed that the child’s attention had shifted
to a different aspect of the task or away from the task; and if the
child became distracted, the extent to which she acknowledged this
before trying to draw him/ her back to the task (weighted � �
0.79); and (g) maternal responsiveness to infant vocalizations
(ordinal 1–5): The extent to which the mother demonstrated ver-
bally or behaviorally (smiling or nodding or other behavioral
gesture) that she had responded to the infant’s vocalizations
(weighted � � 0.63).

Infant coded ratings comprised: (h) infant vocalization (ordinal
1–5): How vocal the child was throughout the session, taking
account of whether vocalizations were speech-like (weighted � �
0.93); (i) infant’s emotional tone/mood (ordinal 1–5): A measure
of the child’s emotional tone (happiness/unhappiness) as expressed
through vocalizations, facial expressions, and animated behavioral
responses, ranging from 1 (very negative), to 3 (neutral), to 5 (very
positive; weighted � � 0.86); and (j) infant withdrawal (reverse
scored, ordinal 1–5): The infant’s lack of engagement and respon-
siveness to the mother and/or toys (weighted � � 0.75).

Maternal mood and cognition ratings. Mothers completed
two questionnaires. The first was the 10-item Short Positive and
Negative Affect Scale (PANAS-SF, or Short PANAS; Kercher,
1992) to assess positive and negative affect. The Short PANAS
demonstrates similar factor structure, reliability, discriminant va-
lidity, and internal consistency to the full 20-item PANAS (Wat-
son, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988). The Short PANAS was completed
before the baseline interaction, and after the prime.

The second questionnaire required the participants to rate dif-
ferent aspects of their cognitions. The items were based on a
measure of preoccupation that was developed to encompass the
definition of negative recurrent thinking (Nicol-Harper, Harvey, &
Stein, 2007; Nicol-Harper, 2005; Stein et al., 2009). Specifically,
participants rated (a) three items concerning the degree of focus
upon the environment, infant, and self (0–10-point Likert scales);
(b) affect of thoughts from negative to positive (�8 to � 8); (c)
difficulty in controlling and directing thoughts (reverse scored,
0–10); and (d) level of thought recurrence (0–10). These items
were used as they reflected the core features of worry (Nicol-
Harper, 2005). The cognition ratings were completed after the
baseline interaction, and after the prime.

Procedure. Study participants were invited to the laboratory
when the infant was 10 months old; the visit lasted approximately
90 minutes. At the beginning of the visit, the experimenter spent
considerable time explaining what would happen during the ses-
sion and giving each mother a chance to ask questions. This
provided the mother–infant dyad an opportunity to adjust to their
surroundings and become familiar with the experimenter. After
signing an informed consent form and updating demographic
information, the participants completed the baseline mother–infant
interaction task, priming, and the postprime interaction task, with
questionnaires throughout (approx. 45 minutes;see Figure 1). Each
task started with the experimenter again explaining what the
mother was expected to do next. In general, the transitions from
one experimental activity to another were done in a manner sen-
sitive to the infant’s needs and his or her readiness for interaction
and play. When appropriate, he or she was included in the inter-

action between the mother and the experimenter. Also, the
mother–infant interactions were ended after 3.5 minutes by the
experimenter gently entering the interaction in a nonintrusive way.
During each mother–infant interaction, the experimenter sat qui-
etly at a table in the room, looking away from the dyad and not
interacting with them in any way. This was considered less dis-
ruptive than the experimenter repeatedly leaving and entering the
room. Three wall-mounted cameras ensured that the mother and
infant could both be recorded. A second researcher moved the
cameras remotely from another room to track the movement of the
participants. During priming, the second researcher entered the
room to look after the child while the first experimenter facilitated
the priming task with the mother. The mother wore hearing pro-
tectors to reduce external noise and was asked to close her eyes to
aid concentration. She was asked to carry on with the prime even
if her baby came over to her, and she was reassured that the second
researcher would look after the baby and keep him or her enter-
tained. Nineteen mothers were approached by their infants during
the priming, almost all very briefly: five MDD (four WRP and one
NP); seven GAD (all WRP) and seven controls (three WRP and
four NP).

At the end of the experimental session, there was an additional
five minutes of free play which were recorded on DVD for the
mother to take home, and another brief task that will be reported
elsewhere. After this, mothers were debriefed by redirecting atten-
tion to positive aspects of their infant and providing support and
reassurance. This was to address any lingering negative effects of
the priming conditions. Finally, the mothers were offered refresh-
ments and the SCID was administered to obtain a measure of the
mother’s current diagnostic status. At this time, the infant played
with the mother or rested and was fed/changed as appropriate. It
was made clear to mothers that they were free to respond to the
infant’s needs as they wished.

Analyses

The experiment employed a 3 (group) � 2 (prime) between-
groups design. The principal comparison was between the WRP
condition and the NP condition within each of the three diagnostic
groups. Analyses were also performed across CON, GAD, and
MDD within each priming condition. Ordinal logistic regression
was used to assess the postprime mother–infant codes, adjusting
for baseline ratings, due to the ordinal nature of the response data
and associated distribution (Bender & Grouven, 1997; Long,
1997). Odds ratios (OR) are presented for main effects; these
represent the increase (OR �1) or decrease (OR �1) in the odds
of having a higher response on the ordinal scale associated with
participation in a given experimental cohort. This technique, an
extension of binary logistic regression, assumes proportional odds
(i.e., that the effects do not differ across levels of the response
variable) but requires neither distributional assumptions on the
response variable nor data transformations. The logit (i.e., the
logarithm of the odds of success) of the cumulative probability is
modeled as a linear function of the predictors; Wald tests (for
single terms) and likelihood ratio tests (for multiple terms within
nested models) were used to investigate statistical significance,
while residuals and formal tests of parallel lines were used to
assess the proportional-odds assumption and general goodness of
fit. Ordinal logistic regression and analysis of covariance
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(ANCOVA) were used where appropriate (log-transformed data
when specified in order to satisfy ANCOVA’s assumptions) to
assess the effect of the priming conditions across diagnostic groups
on maternal mood and cognitions, respectively.

Variable entry in model selection was in line with the hypoth-
eses: First, the effect of the priming conditions was inspected, then
diagnostic group was entered, and finally an interaction term was
included to assess whether the effect of priming conditions was
consistent across diagnostic groups. If this interaction term was
significant, neither of the priming or group effects were described,
as implicitly these would vary across levels of the other variable.
Interaction plots, showing the difference between the pre- and
postprime scores, are provided to aid the interpretation of signif-
icant priming by group interaction terms; note that these do not
fully represent the complex ordinal nature of the data or the
associated regression modeling process that was implemented.
However, together with the testing of carefully defined contrasts of
interest (e.g., between WRP and NP conditions within each group),
interaction plots helped to deconstruct the differences that exist
within the observed data. Finally, to evaluate whether remission
status moderated significant priming, group, or priming-by- group
interactions, a further interaction term with clinical status at 10
months (CSR �4; remission CSR �4) and all lower-order terms
were included in these models. For example, in the instance of
evidence of a priming effect, to test whether the effect was mod-
erated by 10-month clinical status, a further prime � remission-
interaction term and single remission term were included. Simi-
larly, to investigate whether a prime-by-group interaction was
moderated, a further 3-way interaction term (prime � group �
remission) and all lower-order terms involving remission were
then also included.

All regression models had postprime scores as the response, with
preprime scores included as a covariate to adjust for observed baseline
data; in addition, the inclusion of associated (p � .1) demographic
characteristics as covariates were considered to ensure that significant
differences were not due to known confounders for each given re-
sponse. Likelihood ratio tests were used to establish the overall
significance of introducing interaction terms. Data processing and
analyses were conducted in the statistical computing environment R,
version 2.7.1 (R Developmental Core Team, 2010) and SPSS, version
15.0.1 (SPSS for Windows, Rel. 15.0.1.; 2001).

Results

Maternal Mood and Cognition Ratings

Table 2 presents the results of the ordinal logistic regression and
ANCOVA modeling of postprime maternal mood and cognition
ratings, adjusting for baseline interaction, with the NP condition
and CON participants serving as the reference groups. First, prim-
ing condition was entered into the model to investigate the effect
of prime across diagnostic groups. Second, differences between
the diagnostic groups were examined. Finally the priming–by-
group-interaction term was tested. Regression coefficients are pre-
sented for priming condition, diagnostic groups, and interaction
terms.

PANAS. Significant interaction effects occurred between
priming condition and diagnostic group for positive affect (p �
.024); see Figure 2A. Contrast analyses were carried out to inves-

tigate the interaction. All between-groups, within-condition com-
parisons were nonsignificant (WRP: GAD vs. CON, p � .201;
MDD vs. CON, p � .305; NP: GAD vs. CON, p � .570; MDD vs.
CON, p � .837). However, positive affect was lower in the WRP
condition than NP within GAD (p � .031) and MDD (p � .020),
but not within CON (p � 0 .102).

Interaction effects were not significant for negative affect. How-
ever, there was a significant main effect for priming condition,
with the WRP condition having higher odds of high negative-
affect ratings than NP (OR � 12.59 (95% CI � 6.67 to 23.76), p �
.001). Also, there was a significant main effect of group, with both
GAD and MDD having increased odds of higher postprime
negative-affect ratings than CON (GAD: OR � 4.05 (2.05, 7.99),
p � .001; MDD: OR � 3.31 (1.56, 7.01), p � .002).

Cognitions. There were no significant interactions between
priming condition and diagnostic group. However, there was a
significant main effect of priming condition, such that the WRP
condition resulted in lower ratings of thought affect (p � .028),
higher ratings of thought recurrence (p � .001) and higher ratings
of self-focus (p � .019) than NP. Also, there was a significant
main effect of group, with both GAD and MDD having higher
ratings of thought recurrence (p’s � 0.001) and more difficulty
controlling thoughts (GAD: p � .008; MDD: p � .012) than CON.

Mother–Infant Interaction

At baseline, the variables were weakly to moderately correlated
(Spearman’s � ranging from 0.00 to 0.55) and thus were nonre-
dundant, see Table 3. The only significant effects of maternal
group was that mothers with MDD followed their child’s attention
less than CON (Wilcoxon’s-Mann–Whitney test, p � .037); moth-
ers with GAD showed a similar pattern (p � .052).

Postprime interaction. Table 4 presents the results of the
ordinal logistic regression modeling of postprime mother–infant
interaction, adjusting for baseline interaction, with the NP condi-
tion and CON serving as the reference groups. First, priming
condition was entered into the model to investigate the effect of
prime across diagnostic groups, then diagnostic group was entered,
and finally the priming-by-group interaction term was tested.
There was no evidence for significant associations between these
outcome variables and sample demographics.

Significant interaction effects occurred between priming condi-
tion and diagnostic group for two variables. The interaction effect
was significant for maternal vocalization (p � .022), see Figure
2B; contrasts were tested to further elucidate the effects. The
comparison between GAD and CON within WRP approached
significance (p � .087), with maternal vocalization lower in moth-
ers with GAD than control mothers, but the remaining between-
groups comparisons were not significant (WRP: MDD vs. CON,
p � .306; NP: GAD vs. CON, p � .647; MDD vs. CON, p �
.579). Also, maternal vocalization was higher in the WRP condi-
tion than NP within CON (p � .013), whereas it tended to be lower
in the WRP condition than NP within GAD (p � .087); the effects
for MDD were nonsignificant (p � .306). The interaction effect
was also significant for maternal responsiveness to infant vocal-
izations (p � .010), see Figure 2C. Testing the contrasts, we found
that maternal responsiveness to infant vocalizations was signifi-
cantly lower in GAD than CON within the WRP condition (p �
.011), and significantly higher than CON in the NP condition (p �
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.036). Maternal responsiveness to infant vocalization tended to be
lower in MDD than CON within the WRP condition (p � .082)
but not within the NP condition (p � .479). Also, maternal
responsiveness to infant vocalization was lower in the WRP con-
dition than NP within GAD (p � .011), with a similar trend within
MDD (p � .082), and higher in the WRP condition than NP within
CON (p � .019).

Four other variables showed significant effects of priming con-
dition or of group. In terms of strong control, WRP yielded
significantly lower odds of strong control than NP (OR � 0.33
(0.11, 0.96), p � .042), and GAD had significantly increased odds
of strong control than CON (OR � 3.34 (1.06, 10.50), p � .039).
Few mothers used strong control (the variable was dichotomized
into “never” vs. “ever”) and the interaction term could not be
tested due to a lack of variability. However, the raw data (see
Table 5) clearly shows that the pre- to postprime score differences
exist within one group only; that is, the observed group and
priming effects appear attributable to higher odds of strong control
in the GAD group after NP. The priming condition was also a
significant predictor of child vocalization, with WRP showing

increased odds of higher child vocalization than NP (OR � 1.77
(1.1.0, 2.84), p � .018). Additionally, GAD children showed
increased odds of less positive emotional tone (mood) (OR � 0.52
(0.28, 0.98), p � .044) and more withdrawal than CON children
(reverse scored; OR � 0.53 (0.30, 0.96), p � .035).

Remission Status Effects on Maternal Cognitions and
Mother–Infant Interaction

Cognitions

Adjusting for 10-month case status, the interaction and main
effects presented remained significant. There were no significant
differences between remitted and unremitted participants in ratings
of maternal mood or cognitions.

Mother–Child Interaction

In order to investigate whether any of the differences ob-
served between priming conditions, diagnostic groups, and

Table 2
Modeling Post-Prime Maternal Mood and Cognition Ratings—Regression Coefficients of Main Effects and Interaction Terms

Prime GAD† MDD‡ Prime � Group

a. Logit(Y) 	 Baseline_Y � Prime
Positive Affect (1 to 5) �1.048��

Negative Affect (1 to 5) 2.392��

Thought Affect (-8 to 8, Log-Transformed) �0.295�

Thought Control (Reverse; 0 to 10) 0.024
Thought Recurrence (0 to 10) 1.301��

Environmental Focus (0 to 10) �0.394
Infant Focus (0 to 10) �0.615
Self Focus (0 to 10) 0.628�

b. Logit(Y) 	 Baseline_Y � Prime � Group
Positive Affect (1 to 5) �1.057�� �0.409 �0.752�

Negative Affect (1 to 5) 2.533�� 1.398�� 1.196��

Thought Affect (-8 to 8, Log-Transformed) �0.330� �0.188 �0.099
Thought Control (Reverse; 0 to 10) 0.021 0.968� 1.044�

Thought Recurrence (0 to 10) 1.300�� �1.772�� 1.539��

Environmental Focus (0 to 10) �0.392 �0.117 �0.180
Infant Focus (0 to 10) �0.621 0.369 0.327
Self Focus (0 to 10) 0.619� 0.525 0.340

c. Logit(Y) 	
Baseline_Y � Prime � Group � (Prime:
Group)

Positive affect (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .024�

�0.610 �0.220 �0.091 �(0.409 � Prime � GAD) �(1.440 � Prime � MDD)�

Negative affect (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .405

2.962�� 1.532� 1.873� �(0.664 � Prime � GAD) �(0.442 � Prime � MDD)

Thought affect (-8 to 8, log-transformed),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .151

�0.440� �0.263 �0.121 (0.541 � Prime � GAD) �(0.000 � Prime � MDD)

Thought control (reverse; 0 to 10),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .114

0.742 1.675�� 1.486� �(1.452 � Prime � GAD)� �(0.909 � Prime � MDD)

Thought recurrence (0 to 10),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .703

1.506�� 2.022�� 1.597� �(0.504 � Prime � GAD) �(0.120 � Prime � MDD)

Environmental focus (0 to 10),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .710

�0.146 0.168 �0.099 �(0.580 � Prime � GAD) �(0.170 � Prime � MDD)

Infant focus (0 to 10),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .143

�0.750 0.595 �0.323 �(0.453 � Prime � GAD) �(1.264 � Prime � MDD)

Self focus (0 to 10),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .839

0.494 0.485 0.134 (0.086 � Prime � GAD) �(0.409 � Prime � MDD)

Note. † Generalized Anxiety Disorder; ‡ Major Depression; Y � post-prime score (response variable); LRT � likelihood ratio test.
� p � .05. �� p � .001.
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priming-by-group interactions were moderated by the mothers’
clinical statuses at 10 months, 2- and 3-way interaction terms
with remission status were tested (while including all lower-
order remission terms in each ordinal regression model). All

were found to be nonsignificant. Thus, the previously observed
interaction effects (for maternal vocalizations and maternal
responsiveness to infant vocalizations), as well as main effects
of priming and group, were not moderated by remission status.

Figure 2. A. Interaction plot for maternal PANAS positive affect. B. Interaction plot for maternal vocalization.
C. Interaction plot for maternal responsiveness to infant vocalization.
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However, there was limited power for these complex modera-
tion analyses and thus these results should be considered with
caution.

Discussion

The overall aim of this study was to activate recurrent negative
thinking (also known as worry and rumination) in mothers with
generalized anxiety disorder and major depression, and to examine the
effect on mother–infant interaction and infant behavior. Even with
simple primes, states of worry/rumination were successfully activated
in all groups, as indicated by measures of cognition. Furthermore,
consistent with study hypotheses, the primes for worry and rumination
resulted in significant changes in mother–infant interactions in com-
parison to a control condition that was matched on cognitive demand

but not on negativity; the effects were significant in mothers with
generalized anxiety compared to control mothers and there was evi-
dence of a similar trend for those with major depression. In addition,
whether mothers were remitted or not by the 10-month assessment did
not significantly impact these findings, although the study may not
have been sufficiently powered to detect such effects. Overall, these
findings provide support for a causal role of maternal cognitions in
mother–infant interactions within the context of postnatal anxiety and
depression.

Maternal Mood and Cognition Ratings

The 5-min worry/rumination primes successfully activated
recurrent negative thinking in mothers. Measures of mood and

Figure 2. (continued).

Table 3
Pair-Wise Correlations Between Baseline Mother-Infant Interaction (Spearman’s �)

Variable (Type) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Maternal Intrusions (ordinal 1–5)
Maternal Strong Control (ordinal 1–3) �0.13�

Maternal Withdrawal (reverse ordinal 1–5) �0.05 �0.11
Maternal Vocalizations (ordinal 1–5) �0.14� 0.02 0.36��

Maternal Facilitation (ordinal 1–5) 0.08 �0.04 0.28�� 0.36��

Maternal Following Child’s Attention (ordinal 1–5) 0.37�� 0.00 0.34�� 0.23�� 0.38��

Maternal Responsiveness To Infant Vocalizations (ordinal 1–5) 0.17� �0.02 0.36�� 0.29�� 0.47�� 0.44��

Child Vocalization (ordinal 1–5) 0.07 0.05 0.13� 0.00 0.01 0.18�� 0.09
Child Emotional Tone (ordinal 1–5) 0.02 �0.05 0.33�� 0.15� 0.14� 0.29�� 0.17� 0.43��

Child Withdrawal (reverse ordinal 1–5) 0.05 �0.10 0.32�� 0.06 0.13� 0.24�� 0.19� 0.32�� 0.55��

Note. � p � .05. �� p � .001.
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cognitions differed significantly from baseline to post-worry/
rumination prime, and more so than in the neutral prime con-
dition. In terms of specific effects, negative affect increased
more in the worry/rumination prime than in the neutral prime,
and to the same degree across all three groups. Furthermore,
positive affect decreased following the worry/rumination prime
compared with the neutral prime in the GAD and MDD moth-
ers, but not within the control mothers. These findings are
consistent with prior literature indicating that states of worry
have a greater emotional impact in individuals with ongoing
emotional disorders (e.g., Alloy, Kelly, Mineka, & Clements,
1990; Oathes et al., 2008). In addition, mothers with GAD and
MDD rated more negative affect overall than did control moth-
ers, as would be expected.

In terms of cognition, thoughts were rated by mothers as more
self-focused, recurrent and more negative in the worry/rumination
prime than the neutral prime, and similarly across all three groups.
Overall, the anxious and depressed mothers rated their thoughts as
being more recurrent and more difficult to control than mothers in
the control group, in ways that did not differ across the neutral
prime or the worry/rumination prime. This finding may suggest
that the element of uncontrollability of thinking that traditionally
has been linked only to states of worry and rumination may
generalize to more neutral topics in anxious and depressed moth-
ers. Alternatively, the neutral topic (i.e., details of the journey to
the session) may have generated other negative topics for these
mothers, as their comments sometimes portrayed (e.g., worries
about being late, concerns about performance during the session).

Table 4
Modeling Post-Prime Mother-Infant Interaction—Regression Coefficients of Main Effects and Interaction Terms

Prime GAD† MDD‡ Prime � Group

a. Logit(Y) 	 Baseline_Y � Prime
Maternal intrusions (reverse; 1 to 5) 0.437
Strong control (1 to 3) �1.049
Facilitation (1 to 5) 0.091
Withdrawal (reverse; 1 to 5) 0.488
Vocalization (1 to 5) 0.324
Following child’s attention (1 to 5) �0.063
Responsiveness to infant vocalizations (1 to 5) 0.216
Child vocalization (1 to 5) 0.570�

Child emotional tone (1 to 5) 0.029
Child withdrawal (reverse; 1 to 5) �0.203

b. Logit(Y) 	 Baseline_Y � Prime � Group
Maternal intrusions (reverse; 1 to 5) 0.441 �0.145 0.109
Strong control (1 to 3) �1.112� 1.205� 0.381
Facilitation (1 to 5) 0.088 0.142 0.134
Withdrawal (reverse; 1 to 5) 0.484 �0.094 0.205
Vocalization (1 to 5) 0.351 �0.509 �0.662
Following child’s attention (1 to 5) �0.065 0.155 0.038
Responsiveness to infant vocalizations (1 to 5) 0.221 0.115 �0.448
Child vocalization (1 to 5) 0.547� 0.002 0.473
Child emotional tone (1 to 5) 0.026 �0.651� 0.319
Child withdrawal (reverse; 1 to 5) �0.197 �0.628� �0.294

c. Logit(Y) 	
Baseline_Y � Prime � Group � (Prime:
Group)

Maternal intrusions (reverse; 1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .633

0.342 �0.278 0.132 (0.291 � Prime � GAD) �(0.045 � Prime � MDD)

Strong control (1 to 3),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .073

0.031 1.894� 0.222 �(2.654 � Prime � GAD) �(0.130 � Prime � MDD)

Facilitation (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .098

0.167 �0.103 0.709 (0.510 � Prime � GAD) �(1.107 � Prime � MDD)

Withdrawal (reverse; 1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .293

0.659 �0.080 0.564 �(0.040 � Prime � GAD) �(0.733 � Prime � MDD)

Vocalization (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .022�

1.067� 0.200 �0.275 �(1.466 � Prime � GAD)� �(0.843 � Prime � MDD)

Following child’s attention (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .596

�0.142 0.010 0.103 (0.299 � Prime � GAD) �(0.115 � Prime � MDD)

Responsiveness to infant vocalizations (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .010�

1.667� 1.542� �0.546 �(2.663 � Prime � GAD)� �(1.937 � Prime � MDD)

Child vocalization (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .567

0.688 0.157 0.535 �(0.314 � Prime � GAD) �(0.132 � Prime � MDD)

Child emotional tone (1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .064

0.039 �0.992� 1.116 (0.700 � Prime � GAD) �(1.470 � Prime � MDD)

Child withdrawal (reverse; 1 to 5),
LRT p-value for interaction term � .571

�0.162 �0.702 �0.098 (0.151 � Prime � GAD) �(0.383 � Prime � MDD)

Note. † Generalized Anxiety Disorder; ‡ Major Depression; Y � post-prime score (response variable); LRT � likelihood ratio test.
� p � .05. �� p � .001.
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Thus, the neutral topic may have inadvertently induced negative
cognition in the same way as has been observed when individuals
with GAD worry during tasks that are intended to be relaxing (e.g.,
Borkovec & Inz, 1990). As indicated below, even stronger effects
upon mother–infant interaction of the experimental manipulation
may have been obtained with a truly neutral prime, if such a prime
exists for individuals prone to negative cognition. It should be
noted that these ratings reflect subjective judgments of thoughts
and mood and do not necessarily represent the actual processes,
since other unmeasured processes may be involved and since
judgments can be subject to various responder biases. Thus, it is
not possible to draw firm conclusions from these ratings about the
effects of the priming; rather, these need to be inferred from
changes in the (objective) mother–child interaction measures.

Mother–Infant Interaction

During the mother–infant interaction, mothers with postnatal
disorders who received the worry/rumination prime condition were
less responsive and less engaged than mothers who received the
neutral prime. Specifically, a significant interaction indicated that
mothers with generalized anxiety disorder, and to some extent
those with depression, were less likely to respond to infant vocal-
izations than were control mothers, after the worry/rumination
prime. Specific contrasts indicated that mothers with GAD who
were primed to worry/ruminate were less likely to respond to
infant vocalization than when they were neutrally primed, whereas
this effect was reversed in control mothers. Mothers with MDD
showed a trend similar to mothers with GAD. Also, specific
contrasts indicated that the worry/rumination prime led to in-
creased maternal vocalization compared with the neutral prime
within control mothers, whereas mothers with GAD showed a
trend toward less vocalization following the worry/rumination
prime, although this was not evident for mothers with MDD. These
results suggest that anxiety, and to a lesser degree depression, in
mothers counteract the norm of increased responsiveness follow-
ing worry or rumination. Perhaps the response of control mothers
represents a type of emotion regulation of responding to negative
cognitions with greater engagement in their surrounding environ-
ment (i.e., with her infant); something that mothers who are
anxious or depressed may find difficult to do.

Together, these results indicate specific negative effects of wor-
ry/rumination upon maternal response to infants, beyond the ef-
fects of neutral cognitive demands. As such, they highlight a
potentially important cognitive pathway through which maternal

postnatal disorder negatively impacts mother–infant interactions.
In other words, recurrent negative thinking patterns involved in
worry and rumination appear to negatively influence subsequent
mother–infant interactions; since mothers with generalized anxiety
disorder and major depression frequently worry or ruminate and
these conditions are easily activated, the observed effects upon
mother–infant interaction presumably occur pervasively in their
daily lives, and consequently impact on infant development. The
results are particularly noteworthy given the relatively limited
methods used in the current study to activate recurrent negative
thinking, and that the effects of five minutes of worry/rumination
extended to a subsequent play session with their infants without
any further experimental induction. Also, as noted above, the
observed effects may have been mitigated by mothers with anxiety
and depression engaging in negative cognitions in the neutral
prime condition; stronger effects may have been found in compar-
ison with states of purely neutral mentation, if they exist.

Regardless of mother’s diagnostic status, priming to worry/
ruminate resulted in infants displaying more vocalizations than did
the neutral prime. The finding of an associated increase in infant
vocalizations is consistent with the still-face paradigm in which
infants respond to the decreased interaction from their mothers
with increased vocalization as if to acquire their mothers’ attention
(Cohn & Tronick, 1983). However, the current study did not
demonstrate decreased maternal interaction and responsiveness
across all groups and thus more research is required to fully
understand this observation. In addition, mothers with GAD were
more likely to use more strong control than the other groups in the
neutral prime relative to the worry prime condition. Reasons why
a neutral prime would lead to greater odds of strong control in
mothers with GAD are unclear at this time.

The current findings highlight certain similarities and also some
differences between maternal depression and anxiety. At baseline,
mothers with MDD and mothers with GAD (although to a lesser
degree), were less likely to follow their child’s attention than
control mothers. This finding is consistent with prior reports of the
negative influence of maternal depression on mother–infant inter-
actions (Murray et al., 2010). The current findings are relevant
because most research to date concerning the effects of postnatal
disorders on mother–child interaction and child development has
focused on depression, and these data indicate pathways by which
maternal GAD may also have adverse effects (Lederman et al.,
2008). On the other hand, following child’s attention was the only
variable to differ across groups at baseline. That is, for the most
part the groups did not differ at baseline, which is consistent with
prior evidence for most negative effects of maternal psychopathol-
ogy upon parenting to emerge under conditions of challenge or
stress (Ginsburg et al., 2006). Also, as indicated above, mothers
with GAD only were more likely to engage in strong control, albeit
limited to the neutral prime condition. Furthermore, across both
priming conditions, the infants of mothers with generalized anxiety
disorder were more likely to show less positive emotional tone and
to be more withdrawn than infants of control mothers. The infants’
lowered emotional tone (mood) may be the result of the infants’
perception of changes in the mothers’ mood and behavior. These
effects were not observed in the infants of depressed mothers. It
was not realistic to formally test for mediation effects because the
relatively short observation periods made it very difficult for
sequential behavioral changes (i.e., first in mother then in infant)

Table 5
Number (%) of Mothers Who Used Any Strong Control During
Mother-Child Interaction

Controls GAD† MDD‡

Baseline
Neutral prime 3 (5.5) 1 (2.3) 2 (7.1)
Worry/rumination prime 0 (0.0) 1 (2.3) 1 (3.4)

Postprime
Neutral prime 3 (5.5) 10 (22.7) 2 (7.1)
Worry/rumination prime 2 (4.1) 1 (2.3) 2 (6.9)

Note. † Generalized Anxiety Disorder; ‡ Major Depression.
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to be observed. Furthermore, the study was not powered for
mediation analyses. Clearly, the findings call for more research
attention to the impact of maternal generalized anxiety, and pos-
sibly other maternal anxiety disorders, on mother–infant interac-
tions.

Remission Status

By evaluating diagnosis at the 10-month assessment, we were
able to explore whether remission of maternal disorder influenced
the findings. The results indicated that whether mothers had re-
mitted or not did not significantly change the pattern of findings.
These data suggest that in the context of the relatively limited
procedures used to activate worry/rumination in this study, there
exists a continuing potential negative impact in mothers whose
diagnostic status has significantly improved over time. The find-
ings are consistent with the research showing that latent cognitive
vulnerabilities can be reactivated in individuals whose depression
and anxiety has remitted (Joormann & Gotlib, 2007; Lyubomirsky
& Nolen-Hoeksema, 1995; Mathews et al., 1990) and with the
research showing that infant/child disturbances can persist despite
remission of the parent’s disorder. Consequently, the current find-
ings suggest a possible cognitive pathway through which remitted
status negatively impacts upon mother–infant interactions and
child development. However, as there was limited power for these
complex moderation analyses, these findings should be interpreted
cautiously.

Limitations

The study had a number of limitations. First, for the worry/
rumination prime the control participants were requested to con-
centrate ‘on a negative thought’ whereas GAD and MDD partic-
ipants were asked to concentrate on ‘their most negative thought.’
This slight difference in wording was chosen for the control
participants because it was assumed that GAD and MDD mothers
would have multiple domains of worry/rumination. On the other
hand, control mothers would not have to choose among multiple
domains for worry/rumination. Nonetheless, the priming condi-
tions were found to be equally effective across all groups in terms
of cognitive ratings, suggesting the slight difference in wording did
not have major effects. Second, the priming was quite short and it
is possible that a longer prime may have had different effects.
Third, the observational periods were relatively brief although
similar in length to that used in other comparable experiments
(Field, Healy, Goldstein, & Guthertz, 1990). Fourth, during the
priming, the infant was looked after by an experimenter, which
may have been stressful for some of the infants. However, infants
had met the experimenter during the initial warm-up period and
thus the experimenter was not a complete stranger. Furthermore,
the experimenter was sensitive to the infant’s readiness for playing
and the way she interacted with the infant depended on the infant’s
behavior; thus, the interaction was designed to be as stress-free as
possible for the infant. Fifth, while the toys for the infants were
carefully chosen to be developmentally equivalent pre- and post
prime, they were not counter balanced. Sixth, there were relatively
high rates of remission in both major depression and generalized
anxiety disorder groups from original recruitment at 3 months
postnatally to 10 months, leaving a smaller subsample with full

disorder at 10 months. Nevertheless, this permitted a test of one of
the key questions, that is, whether remitted participants had latent
disturbances in their cognitions and whether this impacted on the
mother–infant interaction. Seventh, a small proportion of infants
approached their mothers during the prime. These brief distur-
bances did not appear to disrupt the priming but, if they did, they
would have had diminished the effect of the prime and if anything
minimized differences between WRP and NP as the interruption
occurred more commonly in the WRP. Finally, a proportion of the
sample was comorbid, and comorbidity may play a role in the
observed effects. However, the sample size was insufficient to
evaluate the independent contributions of comorbidity to the ob-
served effects.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that disturbances in ma-
ternal cognitions, in the context of postnatal anxiety and depres-
sion, play a potentially causal role in the negative effects on
mother–child interaction. The results are of note because the
worry/rumination prime effects occurred over and above the con-
siderable effects of a neutral condition. These findings suggest that
the negative effects on the mother–child interaction may be due to
increasing the cognitive load and narrowing maternal focus. Sim-
ilar effects were evident in remitted participants, although there
was limited power for these analyses. Clinically, these findings
suggest that treatment efforts may be enhanced by focusing on
worry and rumination in mothers with both current and remitted
generalized anxiety disorder and major depression. For example,
treatment may target ways of disengaging from these cognitions,
as has been shown to be effective in samples that are not selected
postnatally (Ladouceur et al., 2000; Watkins et al., 2007). Con-
sideration may even be given to such treatments for remitted
mothers. Thus, future research may address how well the findings
generalize to more naturalistic settings in the home and the devel-
opment of preventive and therapeutic interventions.
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